
WHAT'S A JOURNAL JAR?

A journal jar is a fun, creative way to build a habit
of journaling consistently.  

Journal jars hold written prompts. Each day, a
written prompt is pulled from the jar. The
prompt selected becomes the topic you journal
about. The chosen prompt can then be placed
back into the jar, thrown away, or replaced with
a new prompt.



MAKE YOUR OWN

Find journaling prompts (see pages 6 - 9 or Google search).
Write a prompt on each slip of paper or post it note, and fold them up.
Grab your favorite jar (label and decorations optional).
Drop all folded prompts into your jar.
Pull one prompt from the jar each day and journal about it.
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Instructions

Get Inspired: Level up your journal jar with your favorite decorations. Check out
Pinterest or Google "journal jar" for decoration ideas.

1 jar (a small box works, too)
Paper or post it notes to write out your prompts 
Pen
Scissors
Label and decorations (optional but fun!)

Materials



SHARE THE LOVE
Share With Family. A journal jar can be a great way for your
family to connect. You can create a family journal jar. Choose a
theme like "Remember That Time When...". Everyone drops a
few prompts into the jar. Every day at a set time, a prompt is
pulled. Each family member journals about the prompt and
shares what they've written. A fun and engaging way to capture
memories of events from each family members' perspective.

Share With Friends. Journal jars make thoughtful gifts for
friends, too. Make your own journal jar gift or purchase pre-
made ones from shops on Etsy.com.  

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=journal+jar
https://www.etsy.com/search?q=journal%20jar


KEY TO SUCCESS

Writing in your journal consistently will bring you its
greatest benefits. So, whether you use a journal jar or
prefer a different method (e.g. guided prompts or
your own personal inspiration), the key to success is
turning journal writing into a habit. Consistently
writing, if only one sentence a day, is a great start!
Find the right time, location, and inspiration that
works best for you. 



JUMPSTART YOUR JAR

We've provided eight "starter" prompts on the
following pages. Just print them, cut them out,
fold them up, and drop them into your jar.

Use the blank pages to write prompts of your
own and add them to your jar, too. Check out
our "10 Thought-Provoking Journal Prompts"
resource or Google "journal prompts" for more
ideas.

https://disruptedunicornpublishing.com/10-journal-prompts
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“Documenting little details
of your everyday life

becomes a celebration of
who you are.” 

 
– CAROLYN V. HAMILTON

disruptedunicornpublishing.com


